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Most flood events are inevitable and therefore predictable. As such, losses due to flood
should be preventable yet flood is the costliest natural hazard in terms of property damage
and business interruption. Australia and New Zealand are not immune to this peril and by
understanding your flood exposure, steps can be taken to eliminate or reduce the extent
of the damage and impact on your business.
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Australia.
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What variables have an impact on the damage caused by a flood? What options offer
permanent flood protection? And what is the difference between temporary flood
protection used in an emergency and permanent protection?
This webinar will provide answers to these questions, as well as refresh your understanding
of what to include in your flood emergency response plans. It will help you identify the
critical risks associated with flooding so you can incorporate physical solutions to better
protect your facilities.

Target audience:
This webinar is intended for anyone in your organisation that is responsible for flood
risk management.

This webinar will cover:
Why it’s important to consider physical solutions when developing your flood risk
management strategies.
Examples of how to keep water out and reduce the potential business interruption at
flood-affected facilities.
Key components of a robust flood response plan.
Resources available to you for establishing flood scenarios and selecting the right
engineered solution.

To register:
Click on this link to access the webinar event registration page.
After you have completed and submitted the requested details, you will receive a
confirmation email with further details on how to join the event online, including
a calendar appointment and telephone numbers for audio connection.
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